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SNDT MCA Department, Juhu conducted an activity from 29/5/2020 to 2nd June 2020 for 1st and 2nd year students. The objective of this activity is “Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat” activities were conducted by institution under D/o Higher Education in digital format in view of COVID-19 reg.

There was 4 activities in that activity no 2 is about EBSB Club/EBSB Day celebration once in month as Maharashtra state is interacted with Odisha state.

So in this EBSB Day celebration activity the students participated in large number. They made some delicious Odisha recipies such as:

1. Gulgula - Ekta chauhan
2. Kakra – vaishnavi dhaktode
   And there was so many maharashtrian food recipies also come up like
   1. maharashtrian pithla – Nilam patel
   2. kairiche phane – janhavi malushte
   3. masala bhat – sonam salunke
   4. Dal palak – shiwani mhaske and many more.

As well as girl named sonam salunke is performed dance on maharashtian folk dance lavni

   it was great pleasure to know more about other states culture ,and we formed great interaction among the students in such lockdown condition to show “Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat”.
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